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Introduction
For ambitious and innovative small 
to midsize Discrete Manufacturing 
companies, with a focus on growth, 
profitability, control or a combination of all 
three, there has never been a better time 
to consider implementing an Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) solution from 
Sapphire Systems. 

This document summarizes the key 
capabilities of SAP Business One for 
Discrete Manufacturing and explains how 
working with Sapphire Systems will help 
your business move forward faster. 

SAP Business One is an award-winning 
ERP solution, a leader in Gartner’s magic 
quadrant and, unlike many other ERP 
solutions, it is designed specifically to meet 
the challenges faced by SMBs. 

SAP Business One powered by SAP HANA, 
SAP’s in-memory database, is built with 
scalability in mind, enhances application 
performance and provides real-time data 
analysis.

Uniting advanced planning and 
scheduling, production logistics, cost 
control, MRP II, quality control and 
resource maintenance capabilities with 
back office functions, SAP Business 
One for Discrete Manufacturing delivers 
efficiency and flexibility throughout your 
operation and enables companies to make 
effective and informed decisions, increase 
productivity, manage compliance and 
grow profitability. 

Sapphire Systems is a world leading 
business partner for SAP Business One. 
With over 1,000 customers, 24-hour 
support and offices in the United States, 
United Kingdom, Australia, Latin America 
and Asia, Sapphire Systems has the 
expertise and the experience to ensure you 
get the most from your investment in ERP.



SAP Business One for Discrete Manufacturing is 
designed for all of your company’s needs
Whatever your business, we’ve got you covered.

Financial 
Management

Sales and Customer 
Relationship Management

Purchasing Product Costing and 
Configurator

Inventory Control and 
Production Management

Business Intelligence, 
Analytics and Reporting

Service ManagementProject Management



Financials
SAP Business One for Discrete Manufacturing combines accounting and finance, sales, 
purchasing, CRM, production and more in a single solution so that you can you put 
financial management and control at the heart of everything that you do.

All of the data used by the departments 
that run your business is collected, collated 
and interpreted consistently. From sales 
forecasting to manufacturing, from 
purchasing to inventory management, 
all critical steps in the value chain can be 
managed and analyzed within one end-to-
end solution. 

For the CFO, this is nirvana: financial 
processes fully integrating with all other 
business functions. SAP Business One 
has applications for general ledger, 
journal entries, cost accounting, fixed 
assets, budgets, reporting, multi-currency 
support and many other functions so that 
the system can take care of all financial 
processing and all financial transactions. 

•  Accounting: automatically handle all 
key accounting processes, such as  
journal entries, accounts receivable,  
and accounts payable.

•  Financial Control: accurately manage 
cash flow, track fixed assets, control  
budgets, and monitor project costs.

•  Fixed Assets: simplified fixed asset 
management that frees you from  
repetitive manual data entry.

•  Banking: quickly process  
reconciliations, bank statements,  
and payments by various methods  
including checks, cash, and bank 
transfers.

•  Reporting and Analysis: run standard 
reports or create customized reports 
from real-time data for business 
planning and audit reviews.

•  Intercompany: manage multiple 
entities within the system, including 
master data replication, intercompany 
trade and financial consolidation.



Sales and Customer Relationship 
Management
When your CRM application is standalone 
from your core business software, you 
run the risk of a disconnect between your 
business and the customers that it serves.  
With SAP Business One, you will be able to 
manage the entire customer experience 
within a single solution that will maximize 
customer lifetime value. 

SAP Business One supports your business’s 
entire sales and service functions with 
a central knowledge database. Your 
employees gain quick and easy access to 
relevant data, facilitating a faster response 
to customer inquiries.

When it comes to reporting, the ability to 
automatically amalgamate sales, service 
and production reports allows you to 
create value-added actionable business 
insight, and deal with issues, such as 
repeat product complaints.

The provision of timely, accurate and 
comprehensive business data across the 
whole business will ensure that you have 
the right information to support more 
effective decision making.

•  Sales and Opportunity Management: 
manage pipeline, with the ability to 
track opportunities and activities from 
the first contact to deal closing.

•  Marketing Campaign Management: 
create, manage, and analyze marketing 
activities.

•  Customer Management: store all 
critical customer data in one place, 
synchronize and manage customer 
contacts stored in Microsoft Outlook.

•  Reporting and Analysis: use time-
saving templates to create detailed 
reports on all aspects of the sales 
process. Gain detailed understanding 
of your customers with Customer 360° 
view and make well-timed purchase 
recommendations. 

•  Mobilize Your Sales Team: manage 
your sales information on the move 
with SAP Business One Sales app.



• Material Requirements Planning 
(MRP): generate system recommended 
POs based on forecasts created from 
historical sales and other parameters, 
such as minimum inventory levels, 
order multiples, lead times, existing 
inventory, etc.

• Accounts Payable: process invoices, 
cancellations and credit memos with a 
PO reference; plan and schedule your 
purchases accordingly.

• Reporting: generate reports with real-
time data and display them in various 
report formats or dashboards.

SAP Business One will provide you with 
on-demand access to an accurate picture 
of up-to-date information across the entire 
business, through one single system. 

Integrated reporting tools mean you 
can optimize buying and purchasing to 
increase margins and manage inventory 
control and distribution for maximum 
profitability. 

•  Procurement: streamline the process 
from purchase requests through to 
vendor invoice payment.

• Compare Vendor Quotes: determine 
the most favorable item price and 
time of purchase by comparing vendor 
quotes.

• Master Data Management: view 
detailed accounting data in a 
single user-friendly interface; link 
documentation and audit trails.

• Warehouse and Accounting 
Integration: achieve real-time 
synchronization of goods receipts and 
inventory.

Purchasing



• WIP Calculation: determine the costs 
at any point during the production 
process.

• Flexibility: multiple calculation 
structures are available, in which you 
can easily create production and price 
lists. Run simulations to view alternative 
scenarios to get the best formula 
structure.

The product costing and configurator 
functions helps you to manage product 
variants with automated quotation and 
sales order creation.  

A simple user wizard guides you through 
the set-up to configure, calculate and 
quote products. With pre-configured 
settings for exclusive pricing, material lists 
and manufacturing process costing, the 
solution enhances efficiency throughout. 

• Easy-to-Use Configurator: using 
the logic that has been embedded 
into SAP Business One, the system 
guides you through a series of relevant 
questions. Simply answering these 
questions results in the quick creation 
of items and pricing.

• Multilevel Decision Structures: create 
structures as needed with variables, 
formulas, rules, wildcards, graphics and 
more.

• Precalculation: prepare estimates 
for standard products with different 
lot sizes, or create customer-
specific designs for quotations or 
manufacturing orders, before starting 
the production process.

Product Costing  
& Configurator



Inventory Control and  
Production Management
SAP Business One is a powerful solution for 
managing manufacturing processes from 
planning through to customer fulfillment. 

With a single integrated system, 
warehouse inventory and production 
planners will get accurate information 
about all product movements across the 
entire production process. 

•  Inventory Costing: manage inventory 
using standard costing, moving 
average, FIFO, and actual cost. 

• Bin Location Management: manage 
inventory in multiple warehouses, set 
up allocation rules, optimize inventory 
movement, and reduce picking times.

• Inventory Movements: manage 
outbound shipments, transfers 
between warehouses, consignments, 
inventory adjustments (goods receipt, 
goods issue), drop-shipments and cycle 
counts.

• MRP and MRP II: use multiple material 
requirements models in order to best 
plan for your production needs, and 
MRP II with fully integrated rough-cut 
capacity planning. 

• Advanced Planning and Scheduling 
(APS): used for detailed planning in 
your business of order times, lead 
times, transition periods, capacity 
allocations and availability of resources.

• Production Order Management: use 
various workflows to generate and 
manage your production orders that 
are in line with your business processes. 

• External Manufacturing: 
comprehensively plan and execute 
external production and supply of parts.

• Production Data Collection: production 
transactions and information can be 
accessed from a PC or any handset 
with a browser, keeping workers up-to-
date with the current operations.

• Quality Control: mange quality from 
goods receipts through to production 
and delivery.

• Efficient Reporting: generate reports 
with accurate location and transfer 
tracking in real time.



The enhanced Project Management 
Tool for SAP Business One combines 
all financial and project management 
data into one module for the ultimate in 
project control. Giving users the ability to 
centralize all project-related transactions, 
documents, resources and activities, 
project leaders can easily and effectively 
analyze all aspects of a particular project at 
the click of a mouse.

• Project Cockpit: comprehensive access 
to tasks, activities, budget, purchasing, 
sales, production, services and 
documents.

• Simple and Complex Projects: define 
projects with simple tasks, milestones 
and resources, all the way through 
to more complex networks including 
engineering, production, suppliers and 
customers.

• Budget Controlling: multi-level 
budgets can be managed at project 
level, with all pertinent documents 
from sales, purchasing, internal and 
external manufacturing, services and 
other various costs and expenses 
collated within a single archive.

Giving you the tools to bill on-site service 
tasks, document used materials, plan 
preventative maintenance and quickly 
respond to break downs, including the SAP 
Business One Service App, you have the 
ability to optimize your service operations. 

The service module supports maintenance 
and repair of products with an automated 
progress tracker. 

• Manage Support Tickets: allocate and 
edit tickets quickly in the integrated 
support desk to ensure accurate 
progress tracking.

• Assign Task Priority Levels: in order to 
better plan resources.

• User Service Level Agreements: store 
in the system to make sure you are 
meeting expectations and contract 
requirements.

• Identify Trends: gain visibility into 
customer support trends so you can fix 
common problems faster.

Service 
Management

Project 
Management



With data drawn from across the business 
managed in a single solution, you no 
longer need to generate departmental 
reports in isolation, only for them to be 
manually integrated with other reports 
from elsewhere in the business - an often 
time consuming and error-prone process. 

Individual departmental reporting can 
be consolidated into a single consistent 
view of overall business performance 
which is instantly available company-wide, 
empowering your employees to create 
accessible, accurate and timely reports and 
dashboards, homing in on your specific 
KPIs and make smart, confident decisions, 
faster.  

With many pre-defined reports at 
your disposal, you can build detailed, 
insightful reports quickly and easily, using 
data drawn from across the business, 
from financials and sales through to 
inventory and distribution, guaranteeing 
unsurpassed levels of business clarity.

•  Report Creation and Customization: 
access data from multiple sources, 
generate new ad-hoc reports using the 
Query Generator, and tailor existing 
ones in a variety of layouts with 
minimal IT overhead.

•  Intuitive Tools: drag and relate, 
drill downs, search assistance, and 
workflow-based alerts.

•  Analytics: as your operations grow in 
complexity and scale, SAP Business 
One can provide the descriptive and 
predictive analytics to uncover trends 
and reveal insights that will accelerate 
business growth. With Pervasive 
Analytics, visualize your data using 
customizable dashboards and KPIs. 

•   Enhance Your Reports: with powerful 
visualizations by integrating SAP Crystal 
Reports, and Interactive Analysis for 
analyzing data using pre-defined pivot 
tables, giving you the ability to slice 
and dice your data to fit your business 
needs.   

Business Intelligence, Reporting 
and Analytics



Deployment flexibility means you can choose to deploy SAP Business One on your own 
premises or in the cloud using our Sapphire Anywhere cloud solution. Our consultants will 
work with you to evaluate your deployment options and help you choose the deployment 
option that will support your business as it grows.

Deploying SAP Business One for 
Discrete Manufacturing

Cloud
For maximum flexibility, 
scalability and low total cost 

of ownership, many of our customers are 
already benefiting from adopting SAP 
Business One in the Cloud.

•  Data security is in the hands of the  
vendor

• Predictable costs over time

• Typically takes less time to implement

• Greater stability and continuous  
updates

On Premise
For those who are not yet ready 
to embrace the Cloud, or prefer to 

keep systems in-house, SAP Business One 
is available fully on premise, supported by 
Sapphire’s team of SAP experts.

• You are in control of data security

• Greater ability for customization

• Can reduce the initial price of the  
solution

• You have more control over the  
implementation process



The Sapphire Difference
Why choose Sapphire for your new business or financial 
management solution?

At Sapphire our ethos is simple: 
To drive customer success through partnerships, technology and 
innovation. We pride ourselves on our core values of innovation, 
agility, excellence and integrity.

Customer service plays a huge role in the success of a project. As 
a Sapphire Systems partner, you will benefit from our industry-
leading level of service.

Find out for yourself how our clients rate us. View our most recent 
testimonials and case studies at: www.sapphiresystems.com.



Sapphire provides a range of solutions and services to a variety of industries.  
Find out more about the specific areas we operate. Visit: www.sapphiresystems.com

Sapphire Systems supports your industry

Chemicals Manufacturing Sport & Leisure Energy

Media & Entertainment Technology Fashion & Apparel Not for Profit

Transportation Financial Services  
& Insurance

Pharmaceuticals Travel & Tourism

Food & Beverage Professional Services Wholesale & Distribution Retail



Industry leading enterprise software 
from Sapphire Systems
Sapphire Systems is a leading global provider of cloud and on premise enterprise software 
delivering organizations with industry specific solutions. With over 1,000 customers’ worldwide, 
Sapphire partners with market leading software authors, develops unique customizations, and 
offers unrivaled customer service and support. Headquartered in London with offices across the 
United Kingdom, United States, Latin America and Asia, Sapphire offers 24-hour support and 
has extensive knowledge and experience in helping clients to achieve a measurable return on 
investment.

For more information visit: www.sapphiresystems.com


